
We understand that sometimes the things that happen to your
pets are unexpected and that additional financial assistance
may be required. This is why we are so happy to announce a
change to the lending limit that we can now offer through
Humm (www.humm.co.nz).

The limit has been increased from $1500 to $3000 with a 20%
deposit required upfront and 6 months to pay it off, free of
interest.

A Humm account is easy to set up - you only need a NZ drivers
license or passport and a debit or credit card.

Visit https://www.shophumm.com/nz/ to find out more
information or call us on 07 849 2963
 
 

We just love change. Maybe the events of the last year have got us to the point where we
even embrace it - so much so that we have recently revamped the gardens at the front of
the clinic to now include a peaceful seating area for when it is sunny, to wait with your
pet if the reception is busy or your friend just prefers the great outdoors.

We also appreciate feedback - if there is anything in this newsletter that is comment
worthy please feel free to chat to one of our friendly receptionists on 07 849 2963 or
alternately send through an email to office@hamiltonvets.co.nz
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1.Most cats don't have eyelashes.
2.Dogs chase their tails for a variety of reasons: curiosity, exercise, play,
anxiety, predatory instinct or fleas.
3.Cats make over 100 different sounds.
4.Puppies have 28 teeth, while adult dogs have 42.
5.Different smells in a dog’s urine tells other canines whether the dog is
female or male, old or young, sick or healthy, happy or angry.

Renovations of the existing, currently unused building area in the rear
sector of the building are continuing for Veterinary Referral Services to
expand into once complete. This is an exciting time of growth for VRS as
we continue to develop our process and procedures to ensure the
provision of a consistently high level of caring service for each client and
patient that is referred to us for the benefit of Dr Ian Millward's expert
knowledge and treatment plans.  Vet Referral clients hail from a wide
geographical range - from New Plymouth and Whakatane to the
Coromandal peninsula.
 
The purpose built area that is being constructed will offer a comfortable,
yet sophisticated waiting area, hospital complex and treatment / surgical
rooms. The reception area will be entered via the back of the building,
where currently there is additional parking space that is accessed down
the driveway to the right hand side of the premise.
 
 
 
 

Nurse: Angel-Rose - Registered Veterinary Nurse
 
A healthy weight loss management program for cats and dogs.
Angel has a passion for pet nutrition and weight management. She
offers a comprehensive program to get your beloved companions
health back on track because we believe a healthy pet is a happy one. 
 
The weight clinic consists of: a one on one consult with you, your pet
and Angel, weigh in and measurements, an individual tailored plan is
set up and dietary advice with a recommended feeding guide provided.
Monthly weigh ins, an exercise program, helpful information and lots
of encouragement is also provided. 
 
 

Chocolate is toxic to dogs and
care should be taken so they
don't accidently ingest it. The
darker the chocolate, the
quantity eaten and the lower the
bodyweight of the pet, the
higher the risk of toxicity. 

Mild signs of toxicity include
vomiting and diarrhoea; while
severe toxicity can have effects
on the heart and result in
tremors, rapid breathing and
seizures. If your dog accidently
manages to consume chocolate
be sure to contact us
immediately for advice
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RENOVATIONS CONTINUE

"A healthy pet is a happy pet"
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